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About This Game

Intake is the new retro-futuristic drugstep arcade shooter from Cipher Prime. In this polychromatic love child of Dr. Mario and
Ikaruga, you battle a never-ending barrage of pills, pushing your skill and reflexes to the limit to avoid a lethal dosage. Blast and

combo your way through an epic cascade of audiovisual mayhem so intoxicating it comes with its own warning label.

FEATURES

Classic Arcade Shooter: From its aspect ratio to its fast-paced game play, Intake is directly inspired by classic arcade
shooters and SHMUPs with just a hint of FPS love.

Achievements: Over 70 finely tuned achievements that will teach even the most hardcore player new tricks. These are
not your typical progress-only achievements.

High Scoreboard and Game Stats: Keep track of your high scores and decimate your friends.

Challenge Modes: Acceleration, Minefield, Reaction, and Flood modes will challenge every aspect of how you play.

Gameplay Changing Features: Grab vitamins while you play and trade them in for intense game upgrades. You can even
turn the game into a SHMUP if you show your skills.

Dubstep Soundtrack: Infinite wubs. Classy ones.
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Colorblind Modes: Intake offers colorblind modes for players with deuteranopia, protanopia, and tritanopia.

Full Steam Support
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Title: Intake
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Cipher Prime Studios
Publisher:
Cipher Prime Studios
Release Date: 5 Nov, 2013
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Drugs are bad, Intake is good.
They should make this for arcades.
Spaghetti.. Great time waster, test your reflexes, feel like a badass, etc etc.

If the song in the gameplay trailer doesn't thrill you, there are others you unlock through the course of the game. There is a
progression of upgrades, so you aren't dropped right in the from the start. You choose which you want to unlock first and when
to upgrade them. As you get better at the game and more powerful upgrades you will go further and earn even more. You can
drop in from a later checkpoint if you're looking for a shorter hop in\/out kind of play, or start from the beginning every time
and try to build a massive combo for big points.

TL;DR - Drugs are bad, game is good. NEON
PILLS
MUSIC THAT MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE A HIGH SCHOOL CHEERLEADER ON ADDERALL\u2014
NO LONGER MUST YOU GO TO A HORRIBLE RAVE FOR THESE THINGS.

Intake is an arcade game you'd find in The Sprawl, played by razorgirls and sweet cyperspace cowboys.

8\/10, would overdose again.. Do you like to click? Do you like to smash that click button till your finger bleeds? This is the
game for you! PS... You might want to smash the keyboard to!. It's fast, it's cool, it's addictive.. Neon colors. Dubstep. Pills.
Flashes. Bangs. Booms. Coin-up look and feel. Excellent game.

Intake it's a rare gem, every single part of it in harmony with the rest, making this game an instant thumbs up. Gameplay is
excellent, either you use keyboard or mouse: simple controls for quick, non-stop action. Graphics are sharp and bright colored
and the interface is, for a lack of a better word in my limited vocabulary, classy. Sound effects are great and contribute to
generate a really immersive experience.

And the game's soundtrack it's glorious, making the game unique and memorable. The coin-up theme it's another plus, even
more if you used to play arcade machines with the level of addictiveness and replayability that this game has. Let me tell it on
more concrete terms: this game it's a good purchase for ten bucks (even if you can get it for one).

That's high praise coming from me. Well done Cipher Prime, I hope you keep making awesome games in the future.. DRUGS
THE VIDEO GAME!. Addicted to drugs or classic dubstep?
want a hyped out game that pushes the boundaries of your mouse?
Then this game is what you seek, its one of those games were you would sit down for 10 minutes and then leave it again. But
those 10 minutes are going to bring you far! One thing i recommend is taking breaks often as its fast phased, intense, and
requires a steady yet fast hand aswell as eyes.

Its challenging and its a lovely feature to add milestones on the waves such as 0-25-50-100 which means if you ever should get
past level 25 you woulndt have to work all the way back up, you can go to the settings and make it start at level 25 :)

The lack of music tracks is what brings it a little down in grade as you only got 1 song and 2 unlockable songs, which are about
30 secs long and then repeated :\/ I find my self just slapping one of my own songs on in a browser or media player and play the
game W\/o music ^^

The tricky parts comes in evading flashbangs (placebo) and changing colors so your crosshair's color matches the pill you want
to bring to an end, as if a yellow pill falls you want to right click or press spacebar to change to the yellow color. There is 2
colors changing each round, and you can unlock a harder difficulty by unlocking 3 colors or more.

The game is enjoyable, playable and most of all replayable :)! but as i said, the major thing that drags it down is the lack of
music :(

8\/10!
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I wasn't sure about this game, but now I'm absolutely in love. It's almost pure gameplay, and at that the game excels. It's a lot of
fun and has surprising variety thanks to a system of unlocks. It's also just challenging enough, which gives it nigh-infinite
replayability. Definitely one of the hidden gems.. Fastest shooter ever made and still gunning for ya!. This game is awesome.
You will love it, but expect some small bugs in the game play, and some achievements are either extremely hard or impossible
to get, either due to the design of the game0, or due to a bug.

Update: The Cutting it Close achievement cannot be obtained.. This game great in it's simplicity. Addciting with great graphics
and music. Oh and it's pretty darm cheap!. In case your dealer is busy, this game should take your mind off drugs until he calls
back.. "if your looking for a game about popping pills, then you probably might need help, but this game is really fun arcade
score attack and I'd advise considering this game."

This game is intense, no doubt about it. Its a simple mechanic, of two coloured pills each level. You can switch colours between
the two and match to maximise score. Although im not a big fan of dubstep, the music is still impressive and well done, I do like
the way the colours compliment eachother and the way the levels ramp up makes the game really hard. The powerups are fun
and interesting and overall the game is impressive.

A game is nothing without its faults, It has a very strange screen resoulution, screaming that this is a phone game aswell, and
personally i think the powerups came in rediculously frequently. I also think the bright colours may or may not hurt peoples
eyes.

In conclusion, if your looking for a game about popping pills, then you probably might need help, but this game is really fun
arcade score attack and I'd advise considering this game.

7\/10. Before you start play this game,ask your doctor first.

Side effect here:

You can't stop yourself keep play again and again

Awesome,Addiction,Refreshing !!. One of the best Highscore chasing games that exist!

- Awesome Music
- Juicy Visuals
- Tight Controls
- Addictive Gameplay
- DRUGS

This game is a little shiny Pill in my Steam Library.. and you should get it too!
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